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Introduction
•

The Thomas wildfire started December 4, 2017 and a few hot spots
persisted into mid January 2018. Total area burned was 281,893 acres, the
largest documented wildfire in California. The fire produced extensive
damage to watersheds above the City of Ventura, as well as in other areas
of Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties that are subject to heavy orographic
rains in winter storms.

• A significant rain was indicated by MtnRT and other forecast models
for 8-9 January in Southern California and Ventura Co. Fox Weather
began issuing advisories for the storm of 8-9 Jan on Jan 1st.
• We include a summary of our services to support water
management agencies for this storm.
• We also include:
– Our simulation of near-surface winds with the main front on 9 January,
– Wind simulation evidence and comments regarding a possible mechanism
for a wind circulation-related basis for sub-hourly rainfall (15 minute).
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This was what we saw on 4 Jan…5 days ahead
Figure 1

1. This shows predicted 6 hour rain for 4-10am on Jan 9 2018.
2. Main issues here are orographic rain over the east-west mountain
ranges, a main front west of Pt Conception and several convective ,
warm sector bands ahead of the main front, which contain heavy rain.
3. Should I trust this model result?
4. How do I present this to our clients: City and County of Ventura,
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles?
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QPF products available for this storm
– MtnRT® generated QPFs 3hr and 1hr.
• MtnRT 1 hour QPFs in CSV format for specific locations: Sexton Canyon
230a, Wheeler Gorge 264, Old Man Mountain 301, and Upper Matilija
Canyon 307.
• For the CSV QPFs, Fox Weather has several enhancement curves that can
be applied to the basic MtnRT QPF grids. HCB is useful for heavier rain
amounts. There are other enhancement curves that are applied per
forecaster choice.

– FoxQPFserve™ reports out 168 hours, timestep 1 hour. This is a
gridded QPF, presented on a map that includes our HCB
enhancement of hourly rainfall applied to the basic MtnRT 1hr QPF
grids.
– CANSAC WRF 2km – 3hr QPFs out 72 hours.
– Advantages of CANSAC WRF
• Similar spatial resolution to MtnRT
• As a high resolution WRF ….independent from MtnRT, it provides a true
second opinion.
• Using Fox WRF/MtnRT with CANSAC WRF provides our clients a window of
most likely scenarios at 2km gridspacing, to plan a response.
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First guess of 1 hour rain amounts with each rainband
In 4 hour period unless specified.

Orographic
Est’d .40-.50 in/hr

Figure 2

Main Cold Front
0.3-0.45 in/hr
for 5 hours

.10-.14/hr .12-.20/hr
.14-.25/hr

Warm Sector Bands

.20-.30

Orographic
Est’d.70-.80 in/hr
for 5 hours.
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FoxQPFserve™ 1 hour forecast of rain, valid 1100-1200 PST 9 Jan 2018
produced on 4 Jan.

1. Rain amounts are retrieved by mouse-over for a particular location. This allows

Figure 3

retrieval of hourly amounts over a gridded area at 1.5 km spacing.
2. This may not be the best forecast, but it gives useful detail on what we could
reasonably expect, 5 days in the future.
3. When conditions warrant, we prepare these maps in addition to our regi;ar
QPF reports. The times of heavy rain or frontal passages are selected for analysis
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and included in our graphical QPFs.

Summary of Some Forecast Verifications for
Jan 8-9 Storm in Ventura County
• For the forecast verifications, we used the MtnRT
forecast initialized at 0600 UTC 7th January (6th at
2200 PST).
• This forecast was initialized 53 hours prior to the
heavy rain event on early morning of 9 Jan.
• This forecast was about 3 hours too early. We
lag-plotted the forecasted versus observed to
more adequately display the forecasted versus
observed rain amounts.
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1 Hour QPF Verification Plots for Jan 8, 1800 PST through Jan 9, 1100 PST.
Old Man Mountain
Figure 4
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QPFs with time step <1 hour ?
• The TUFLOW model requires input of 15 minute (or smaller rainfall)
• How does one specify QPF amounts for smaller than 1 hour time
step?
• Rain rates change constantly over very small intervals.
• In Montecito, the 5 minute rain amount of .49 inch in this storm
made a big impact!
• With ALERT we monitor to 5 minute amounts. How close to that
can we get with QPFs?
• One approach is to use a statistical transformation to estimate subhourly with hourly QPF inputs.
• However, to provide a sub-hourly QPF, there must be a good
physical basis for temporal downscaling!
• Good physical concept => better sub-hourly rainfall prediction.
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Contributors to the High Intensity Rains
• What caused the high intensity rain rates in
Montecito that did not occur in the Ventura
foothills?
• To answer this question we did a WRF4km
simulation (3 hour intervals).
• We created a special WRF 4km domain
(VTASB) for Ventura, Santa Barbara and Los
Angeles Counties. Results of near-surface
wind analysis are in Slide 5a-c.
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Figure 5: Mechanism to Induce Sub-Hourly (15 minute)
Rainfall Maxima Along Frontal Zone - Jan 9, 2018
a)

b)

Mesoscale waves
Before Topographic
Forcing
70 km
Microscale
Waves , topo forced

35-40 km/hr

18km)

c)
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Waves –smallest.
Flow across
Catalina Island
 15 km
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SIMULATION MAPS .
Produced by: NARR Reanalysis ->WRF 4km->MtnRT.
3HR WIND VECTORS (MtnRT at 1.5 km gridspacing).
Elevation of Wind data: 2m above terrain height.
Red Arrow:
Meso or
Direction of flow relative to front
Microscale Wave (km)
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Size of

Meso- and Micro-scale Waves along Frontal Band
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

High moisture content plus upward vertical motion in a deep layer along the front.
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and vertical shear induced by flow across a thin hilly
island oriented normal to the flow (e.g. Santa Cruz Island , oriented west-east in
south to north flow).
The island induces a small perturbation in the flow relative to other existing
mesoscale waves (e.g. Figure 5a-c) along the front.
Wavelength of resulting Kelvin waves in this case was near 15-18 km (Figures 5a-c).
The half-wavelength, in which a precipitation maximum would be expected to
occur, is about 10km. At a propagation speed of 40 km/hr, the precipitation
maxima would occur over a period of ~15 minutes for each microscale wave.
The Kelvin waves are initially vortex tubes with horizontal axes. As these tubes are
tilted into the vertical by existing larger scale upward vertical motion field in the
front, micro-cyclones are formed along the front.
Subsequent to the initial tilt into the vertical, the strong upper trough, and
supporting vorticity aloft within the frontal zone typically extend these small near
surface based circulations upward in the existing moist and unstable environment.
Additional moisture convergence in the flow normal to the Santa Ynez range gives
support for more intense cyclonic cells, whose local rain rates are higher than what
would be represented in the 6, 3, or 1 hour forecasts of rain accumulation.
Although microscale waves continued to develop as the frontal zone moved east
into Ventura –Oxnard areas, Ventura hills did not experience rains of similar
intensity as in Montecito, due to the different upslope flow geometry and weaker
upslope flow, related to smaller terrain height increase along the wind vector.
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3D Flood Hazard Forecasting
& Mapping (Hassan Kasraie, Chris Huxley)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3D Flood Hazard Forecasting using Fox Weather Hourly QPF, transformed
to 15-min
Watershed-wide Precipitation-based Flood Forecasting using HEC-RAS
2D and TUFLOW
Used NOAA Atlas 14 Design Rainfall, Lidar 2016 Terrain and Point Cloud
Data, Buildings, Major Streams
Post-Thomas Fire Hydrology and Debris Flow and Bulking Estimation
using HEC-HMS and USGS Scott’s Method
Floodplain Mapping similar to FEMA FIRMs (2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100year Storm Events)
Vulnerability Maps (Depth*Velocity & Velocity Vectors) (10yr and 100yr)
Two Sets of Flood Maps, Open Channels & Blocked Inlets
QPF-based Flood Forecast Maps for January 8-9 & March 21-22 Storm
Events
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SEXTON CANYON GAGE
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3D Graphical Flood Hazard Mapping on
Google Earth (YouTube video animation)
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Vulnerability Maps (10yr, 100yr) (depth*vel)
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Two Sets of Flood Maps, Open Channels
& Blocked Inlets

FLO--2D
FLO

FEMA

OPEN CHANNELS

BLOCKED INLETS
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15-MINUTE TRANSFORMATION OF HOURLY QPF

•
•
•
•
•

Hourly Precipitation Forecast is too crude for Flood Hazard Mapping
Peak flows in flashy urban drainage system have a Tc= 5-15 minutes
Computational 2D Flood Modeling needs to be done on a 10-15 minute time interval
Strike a balance between Peak Flow Accuracy and Computational Time
X-Minute Transformation must add up to the Max Hourly Rainfall, with Max Intensity
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QPF-BASED FLOOD HAZARD MAPPING
(Jan 9, Mar 22)

SAMPLE RUN TIMES:
HEC-RAS 2D
83’ GRID (AVG)
216,000
8 HOURS TO RUN

TUFLOW GPU
30’ GRID
1,650,000 ELEMENTS
2.2-3.5 HOURS TO RUN
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CITY Activities – Storm Preparation
http://venturabreeze.com/2018/02/28/ask-the-director-article/
Q. What is the City of Ventura doing to prepare our community for heavy rain after
the Thomas Fire?
… the City has taken emergency preparedness measures to prepare for
potential fire debris flow in an effort to protect our community…
… Inspection and cleaning of catch basins, storm drains, pipes and channels is
performed continuously throughout the year. Large basins get an annual
inspection to reduce flood risk for the downstream community. Debris, such as
vegetation, sediment and boulders that could plug the outlets, is removed by
hand crews or heavy equipment to ensure that functionality is maintained…
… As an added measure of protection, Ventura Public Works is using
innovative modeling technology to generate maps that identify potential
locations of debris flow in a given area. This tool is being used citywide…
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Big Dream: PARCEL-LEVEL FLOOD HAZARD FORECAST
2-Dimensional Parcel-level Mapping (animation)

3-Dimensional Parcel-level Mapping
Lidar Point-Cloud (animation)
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LESSONS LEARNED
1. Hydrology
Precipitation-based Watershed Modeling has the potential to
revolutionize the way we conduct stormwater activities, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flood Forecasting & Prediction During the Rainy Season
Emergency Response, Evacuation Planning, and Resource Allocation ahead of Storms
Master Planning For Stormwater Infrastructure Improvements & CIP
Improve the City’s Land Development Process, and Evaluate What-if Scenarios
Low-impact Development And Hydromodification Evaluation
FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps Update
Climate Change and Sea Level Rise Evaluation

2. Meteorology
•
•

Sub-hourly rain rates, preferably in the 10 or 15 minute range are vitally important
to predicting flash flood conditions in an urban-foothill/mountain interface.
Reminder: Size and geometry of terrain and circulation is as important in winter
west coast storms of this type as they are in well documented midwest
thunderstorms, gust fronts, and terrain related variations near small hills and
22
rivers.
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